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ABSTRACT 
The following maximum problem is considered: To find among all contractions T 
on an n-dimensional Hilbert space whose spectral radius does not exceed a given 
number p < 1, the operator T for which 1 T”I is maximum. A matrix T of Toeplitz type 
is constructed for which this maximum is attained. 
INTRODUCTION 
In 1960, the present author succeeded in characterizing, for every p with 
0 < p < 1, the operator which solves the following maximum problem. 
Let H be the n-dimensional Hilbert space. Let p be a given number 
0 <p < 1. To find, a-g all linear operators T on H which satisfy the 
inequalities 1 Tj < 1 and ) TI, < p, the operator for which 1 T”I is maximal. 
The result was formulated as follows [lo]. Among all contractions with 
spectral radius not exceeding p on n-dimensional Hilbert space, the maxi- 
mum of ) T”( is attained for the operator Sp defined below. 
Let K be the Hilbert space of all sequences of complex numbers 
( %J, Xl> x2, * * . ) 
with E ]xj/’ < co. Let S be the backward shift defined by the relation 
SC ~O,~,,~~... ) = (Xl> $,. . . * ). 
We shall see that the subspace Ker (S - p)” is an n-dimensional subspace of 
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K invariant with respect to S. The operator SP is defined as the restriction of 
S to this space. 
It is not difficult to see that Ker( S - p)” consists of all solutions of a 
recurrence relation, the characteristic polynomial of which is (A - p)“. With 
respect to the obvious basis 
~,=(I,p,p2,p3,...)> 
b,=(o, I,2p,3ps,. ..), 
b,=(OA VP,. a*), 
the matrix of the operator S assumes the following simple form 
p 0 0 0 *-* 0 0 
1 p 0 0 *-- 0 0 
0 1 p 0 *** 0 0 
0 0 1 p *** 0 0 
0 0 0 0 -.* 1 p 
The problem of determining the numerical value of IS;] is still unsolved, 
although some estimates have been obtained [16]. It is the purpose of the 
present remark to contribute to the solution of this problem by examining 
more closely the structure of the space Ker( S - p)“. In particular, we 
describe an orthonormal basis with respect to which the operator S behaves 
as a simple Toeplitz matrix. 
In the second section the analogous problem is treated for the case of an 
arbitrary polynomial. 
The method is based on representing the sequence space 1, as H2; this 
approach seems to promise further insight into the structure of the extremal 
operator. 
It will be convenient to introduce an abbreviation. If ca, cl,. . . , c,_ 1 is a 
sequence of a complex numbers, we shall denote by T( cO, ci, . . . , c,_ J the n 
by n Toeplitz matrix 
1 
CO 0 0 **-0 
Cl CO 0 . . . 0 
c2 Cl co ..* 0 * 
q-1 q-2 q-3 * . . co 
_I 
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1. THE SECOND MAXIMUM PROBLEM 
The matrix of the extremal operator with respect to the basis described 
above has a fairly simple form; this matrix was obtained independently also 
by N. J. Young [16]. Let Hz be the space of all complex functions on the 
open unit disc such that 
f(z)= 5 U”,” 
n=Q 
for ]zJ <l with ~Z]U,]~< co. If we set ]f]=(2]~,]~)~/~, then H2 becomes a 
Hilbert space. The scalar product is given by 
(f,g)= &jo2Tf(eit)g(eit)*dt. 
Here the function t+f(e i”) is the radial limit of f(z); this limit exists almost 
everywhere by the theorem of Fatou. Consider the contraction S defined by 
the formula 
We begin by observing that the subspace of H2 of all functions f for which 
(S - p)nf= 0 is generated by the functions g, g2,. . . , g”, where g(z) = l/(1 - 
Pd. 
Indeed, let us look first for a function g for which (S - p)g = 0. This 
means that (WJ g(z) - g(O)1 = pg( ) z , so that the only function satisfying this 
is g(z) = g(O)/(l- pz). I n a similar manner we see that the only solution of 
the equation (S-p)h=g is 
h(z) = h(O) + z[ do) - do 1 
(1-pz)2 * 
Continuing this process, we can show that Ker (S - P)~ consists of all func- 
tions of the form w(.z)/(l- ~z)~, where w is a polynomial of degree not 
exceeding k - 1. 
The following proposition may be proved easily. 
For each natural number, denote by Z, the set of all functions of the 
form W/(1 - pzy, where w is a polynomial of degree not exceeding k - 1. 
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Let 2, be the set consisting of the one element, the zero function. Then for 
eoery k (k > l), 
(S-PPkCZk-1. 
Proof. It suffices to consider the case k > 1. Let P be a polynomial of 
degree at most k - 1. We have then 
(S-p) p(z) 
(l-Pdk 
1 z- ( p(4 P(z) ,iz (1-pz)” -W) -P 1 (l-Pdk 
1 1 =- 
z (l-pz)k 
[P(4-P(0)(l-?4k-p3P(4] 
1 1 =-- 
z (l-pz)k 
[(l-?4P(4-P(0)(l-pz)k] 
=: (l_;+l [P(z)-P(0)(l-pz)k-‘] 
= (l_,’ )&I ~{P(Z)-p(o)+P(o)[l-(l-~z)k-l]} 
z 
and the expression in the parenthesis is a polynomial of degree Sk - 2. The 
proof is complete. n 
We introduce the following functions: 
1 
eo=G, 
ek= kPlk 
(l-pz)k+l 
for k > 1. 
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It is easy to verify that (S - p)ea = 0. We prove next, for k > 1, the relation 
(S-p)ek=(1-p2)[ek_l-pek_2+p2ek_3+*~~ +(-p)‘-lea] 
Indeed, we have 
1 (Z-P)” 
i .z (l-p$+r -(-P)” i 
-P ,1’r-;L1 
1 = 
Z(l-pZ)k+l 
[(V4-(-p)k(l-ps)k+‘-pz(z-p)“] 
= l [(V4k-(-p)k(l-P)k] 
Z(l-pz)k 
1 = 
Z(l-pz)k 
(a-@(ak-‘+a~-%+. . * +abk-2+bk-I), 
where we have set a = .z - p, b = - p( 1 - pz). It follows that a - b = (1 - p2)x, 
and the sum in the right parentheses becomes 
k-l 
x (-p)'(z-p)k-'-yl-pZ)~. 
i=O 
Upon dividing by ~(1 - ~zz)~ we obtain 
Before stating the main result, it will be convenient to compute the norms of 
the e,. For later use, we compute a more general integral. Consider the 
function 
d4 = 
(z-cq)...(z-a,*) 
(l-Lylz)...(l-~x)(l-(Y,+iz) 
where the q lie in the interior of the unit disc. Then, for z= eif, 
dz 1 =- 
2ki (l- # cu,+&- a,*+,) = l-Jq+,)a’ 
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In particular, the functions e,,...,e,_, all have norm l/(l--~~)‘/~. 
Furthermore, the functions 
form an orhonormal system, so that, in particular, they form a basis of 
Ker (S - p)“. They are the result of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization 
process applied to the sequence g, g2,. . . ,g”. This is a consequence of a more 
general result which we shall prove in section 2. To sum up: 
With respect to the basis e,,, e,, . . . , en_ 1, the matrix of S,, is the Toeplitz 
matrix constructed from the sequence p, 1 - p2, - (1 - p2)p, (1 - p2)p2, - (l- 
p2)p3,. . . . The vectors 
form an orb onolnuzl system. 
2. THE EXTREMAL MATRIX FOR THE FIRST 
MAXIMUM PROBLEM 
In the second section we intend to examine the analogous question for 
the maximum problem with a fixed Cayley-Hamilton equation: to find an 
orthonormal basis for the space Ker( S - (or). . . (S - an), where the aj lie 
inside the unit circle. By analogy with the preceding case it is to be expected 
that the Gram-Schmidt process applied to the functions 
1 
1 - lxiz 
will yield a solution. We shall start by examining more closely Blaschke 
products and their behavior with respect to S. One observation will be useful 
-the fact that S behaves as a sort of derivation: we have, for each pair f,g 
of H2 functions, S(fg) = S(f) .g+ f(0) *S( g). Some notation: for each complex 
o with [a[ < 1 we write m, for 
It is not difficult to verify that (S - a)m, = 1. Furthermore, for any g E H2, 
(S-“)(l-cu*s)-‘(m,g)=g. 
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Indeed, using the derivation property of S, we obtain 
(S - 4hd = S(%d - “m&T 
=gS(m,)-a*S(g)-cxm,g 
=g(S-a)m,-a*S(g) 
=(l-cy*s)g. 
This formula explains why the functions ej defined below belong to 
Ker (S - al) * * . (S - an). It also has an interesting interpretation on which 
another approach to these problems can be based; see a forthcoming paper 
[171. 
Let ai,(~a,... ,CX~ be arbitrary complex numbers. Define the functions 
z-a; 
mk=l-(ykzy k=1,2 ,..., n, 
and set 
ek(z)=ml(z)’ ” mk-l(z)& for k>l. 
k 
Let us show first that the functions e,, . . . , e,, are orthogonal. If p > 1, then 
(e~,e~)=~~2~m~...m~-~~(~)*d’. 
P 1 
where z = e it, so that iz dt = dz. The integrand may be rewritten in the form 
where g is a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of the closed unit disc. 
Now 
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If p >q > 1, we have, since Imj(z)l = 1 for Izj = 1, 
(ep,eq)=&~2Tml...mp_l~m;...m~-l($--)*dt 
P 9 
the product mq + 1. . . mp _ 1 may be empty if p = q + 1. The integrand is thus 
with g holomorphic in a neighborhood of the closed unit disc. Since for 
IZI = 1 
1 * ( 1 z m,(z) ~ = ~ l-LyqZ l-cu,Z’ 
the integral is zero, as in the preceding case. We have already seen that the 
norm e, is l/(1- Icx~I~)~/~, so that the vectors (1- l~112)1/2e,, (l- 
I a212)1/2e2, . . . form an orthonormal system. 
If we write dk for the function dk(z) = 1- qz, we have, for k > 1, 
(z-a:)-+-(Yk*_l) 
4. ..dk-l 
-(-l)k-‘a:. . -a;_1 . 1 
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NOW set Z-$=aa,, -aFdi=bi, so that zi-bi=a-cuf+a:(l--a,z)=(l- 
Iql”)z. We have 
zd,. . .dk_l(S-(Yk)ek=(a,...a,_,-b,...bk_l) 
=u . . 
1 *a,-2(ak-1-bk-J 
+a,.. . q-Jak-,- b&--l 
= + a,. . . ak_4(uk-3- bk_Jb,_&-,+. . . 
+ 4%- w?3~ ..bk_l+(a,-bb,)b,...b,_,, 
whence 
d,...dk_l(S-~k)ek =(1-I~k-112)a,...uk_z 
+ (1- IcY~_~]~)~* * * ak-3bk-l 
+ (I- JakJ2)al* * * ak-4bk-2bk-1 
+...+(l--Ja2J2)u,b,...bk_l 
+(1-(a,(2)b2~~~bk-l. 
It follows that 
If we introduce the abbreviation s, = (1 - lakj2)1/2, it follows from the above 
formula that the rows of the matrix of S with respect to the orthonormal 
basis siej are as follows: 
(1 0 0 0 0 *..), 
( SlS2 a2 0 0 0 e-e), 
(- %G% s2s3 a3 0 0 g, 
( sp;a3*s~ - s2a; sq s3s4 a4 0 . . . L 
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The matrix retains a part of the Toeplitz structure of the extremal operator 
for the second maximum problem. 
3. THE nTH POWER 
We have seen that there exists an orthonormal basis with respect to 
which the matrix of Sp is the Toeplitz matrix T( p, (1 - p”), - p( 1 - p”),p”( l- 
P”) , . . . ,( - ~)“-~(l- p2)). In tbe present section we intend to prove the 
following result. 
THEOREM. Let n be a natural number, p a nonnegative number, p < 1. 
The maximum of 1 T" 1 on the set of all contractions T on n-dimensional 
Hilbeti space such that 1 TJ,, < p equals the rwrm of the matrix 
T(P~,w,~,...,w,,,_~), where 
w”1=(l-p2)( ;2)p? 
w”2=(l-P2)[ -( ;)Pn+( ;)(l-P”)Pqy 
wn3=(l-P2)[( ;)p”+’ -( ;)( q)(l-P2)P”-‘+( ;)(l-P2)2P”R], 
w,= $l(-l)s-k( ;)( ;T:)(l-p2)*p+- 
Proof. Denote by E the n by n matrix 
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Setting, for brevity, W= - pE, we can write 
S=p+(l-p’)[E-pE2+p2E3+... +(-p)“-‘En-I] 
=p+(l-p2)E(1+ W+ W2+... + W”-2). 
Since En = 0, the above may be written S = p + (1 - p”) E( 1 - W) - ‘, whence 
S”=p”+ kg1 (i)P “-k(l-p2)kEk(l- W)-f 
It is easy to see that the following formula holds (for complex x of modulus 
less than one): 
Using this formula, we obtain 
=p”+ kgl ssk( ;)( f~;)p”-k+s-k(-l)“-k(l-pz)kE” 
=p”+ n&” i (;)( ~I:)(l_p2)k(_1)s-xp”+“-2k. 
s=l k=l 
The proof is complete. 
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